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 After attending this presentation, attendees will learn about the role of authorship issues involving blogs, emails, 
Facebook®, and other documents in both high profile and low press cases.  Attendees will attain information regarding two 
different methods of language-based authorship identification forensic stylistics and computational linguistics.  Attendees 
will also gain information on validation test results for these methods and the linguistic community’s reaction to these 
methods since the 2011 Ceglia v. Zuberberg Facebook-ownership case. 
 This presentation will impact the forensic science community by being  able to accurately assess authorship 
identification methods by both the Frye and Daubert criteria, giving them an additional tool for handling electronic 
evidence. 
 For most of the general public, many attorneys and most crime laboratories, the term “forensic linguistics” is so 
unfamiliar that it evokes images of argumentative linguini or the speech of dead people.  But anyone who has received an 
email from a Nigerian scam artist, a vixen selling herbal compounds, has read blog posts that scorch the computer screen, 
or has received digital applications to fill out over CAPTCHA boxes might also wonder about the reality of email 
addresses, screennames, and digital documents.  Authorship in an electronic society provides pseudonymity, anonymity, 
and blithe shape-shifting.  
 Some recent high profile cases which have involved an authorship issue include the JonBenet Ramsey homicide, the 
2004 precedent-setting case of Cahill vs. Doe (Shaeffer), the 2008 Best Western International vs. John Doe (Dial, Furber 
et. al.), settled for over $2M, and now the latest Facebook® suit, Ceglia vs. Zuckerberg.  Cases which have little or no 
press, but are just as pressing for societal concerns and forensic science include, from 2011, the Masters homicide and the 
Isaacs custody-related trials which focused, in part, on a pseudonymous Facebook post. 
 There are currently two main methods for author identification:  forensic stylistics and computational linguistics.  
Forensic stylistics has practitioners in the United States, Britain, Australia, and Spain.  The computational linguistics 
approach has practitioners and researchers in the United States, Israel, Germany, France, Greece, Spain, and Ireland.  
These two methods differ radically in their procedures, data requirements, implementation tools, and most importantly, in 
the validation testing results.  The differences between authorship identification in forensic stylistics and computational 
linguistics have been documented by Crystal4, Chaski2-6, Koppel and Schler7, Nunberg8 and now in relation to the latest 
Facebook® case, Zimmer9,10 and Liberman11,12.  In this presentaiton, we review these differences by references to the 
specific cases mentioned above will be reviewed, highlighting the core difference of validation testing.  While 
computational linguists employ validation testing as a primary means of software and method development, forensic 
stylistics practitioners have never offered any test results or error rates. 
 The Frye standard of general acceptability has been subsumed by the Daubert criteria, not abandoned.  The relevant 
scientific community for both authorship identification methods, forensic stylistics, and computational linguistics, is 
linguistics.  Linguists who function independently of the forensic world and some linguists who do forensic work are not 
in agreement with forensic stylistics as a method or as a representation of linguistics.  The forensic science community, 
including crime laboratories and the judicial system, should begin to pay heed to what linguists are saying about these 
methods.  Attorneys are the key personnel for presenting the documentation reported to the judges and juries who face 
issues of authorship in an electronic society. 
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